
Welcome to  
A Math Retreat!

Welcome and congratulations on choosing The Complete Learning System! 
 

Parent and teacher approved -- This unique set of lesson plans of additional 
Math lessons and activities incorporate our team’s mission statement of not only 
conjoining the practices of learning and enjoyment, but rather emphasizing 

the importance of synchronizing them into one. 

What are you waiting for? Flip the page to begin the fun!
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From A to Z
The Complete Learning System’s: A Math Retreat

 We are thrilled you have chosen to dig deeper into a solid introduction of basic 
math, and even more excited that you have chosen to take this journey with us!

 We hope that each student was able to build upon their basic learning blocks 
through our original Starter Kit, because it doesn’t stop there. Our goal with this 
MegaBook is to continue your child’s growth as he/she follows along with us to work 
on even MORE math and problem solving skills!
 
 Extra Credit Lessons: These workbooks contain Extra Credit pages, which are 
additional activities that sometimes relate back to the previous learning lesson. For 
these activities, it is recommended to look back into the From A to Z: A Life of Glee 
storybook in order to find the pages the activity mentions.

A Note from the Educators:
 

Just as we stated in our original Complete Learning System Starter Kit,  
while going through the workbooks, we urge parents to be as involved as possible!

 
Read each introduction page with your child and go through the guiding questions  
with them. Ignite their curiosity by presenting each new idea with excitement, and  

don’t forget to show your little one the support they deserve. After each lesson, review 
what they completed and talk through any questions they have at the time.

Interested in digital access?  
To help optimize overall effectiveness of The Complete Learning System, we recommend 

repeating lessons by printing them out from our online digital library. Please visit us our website 
PuppyDogsAndIceCream.com to look for new bundles and subjects for your child to explore! 

Introduction
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Counting
Let’s Review!  
 
In this workbook, you will learn to count. When you count, you are using 
numbers to show how much or how many of something that you have.  

Look at the chart below, and use it while you complete each lesson in this book.

Introduction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

SIX

SEVEN

EIGHT

NINE

TEN

Number How Many? Numbers in 
Words
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Learning Objectives
• Learn how to spell and count numbers 1-20
• Learn how to identify quantities in a group
• Learn how to use a Number Line

Guiding Questions
1. What number comes after 1?
2. What is a number line used for?
3. How can you use your hands to count?

What is a Number Line?
A number line is a tool that we use to help us count. You can start at any  
number and end at any number, but today, we are going to focus on Number 
Lines that start at 1 and end at 10. Take a look at the one below:

Each number has its own dash on the line. Imagine that each dash can be any 
object that you are trying to count.

For example, look at this box filled with frogs: 

Using a number line, I can place each one of the frogs I see on a single dash 
and when I am finished, I will know how many frogs there are!

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 104

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 104
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Lesson 1

Identifying Numbers 
In this lesson, we are going to learn how to count from 0-5, and then 6-10!

Directions: Say the numbers out loud, and then trace them below. Continue 
to the next page when you are finished

0
Zero

3
Three

1
One

4
Four

5
Five

2
Two
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6
Six

9
Nine

7
Seven

10
Ten

8
Eight

Continued
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Lesson 2
Numbers 1-10
In the first lesson, we learned how to count from 1 to 5, and from 6 to 
10. Now let’s put them together!

Directions: Look at the numbers below and say each one out loud. Then, 
place them in order starting with 1 and ending with 10. 

1 10

1
84

2 10

6

97
5

3
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Number Match
Can you match the numbers?

Directions: Draw a line to match each number with its name!

EXTRA CREDIT

1 Ten

10

One

9
Two

2

Nine

3

Eight
4

Seven
5

Six

6

Five

7 Four

8

Three
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=

=

=

=

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5

1 53 72 64 8

2 3 4

Lesson 3
Numbers 1 Through 10
Counting is fun! 

Directions: Look at the flowers below, and use the number line to help you 
count how many are in each box. Then, write that number in the box.
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Count the Number
Counting is fun! 

Directions: Count how many items are in each box. Then, circle the correct 
number! 

EXTRA CREDIT

3

9

3

4

4

5

2

6

1
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Lesson 4

Word

Three

1

2

Five

Seven

NumberObjects

Fill in the blank!
Directions: Look at the chart below and figure out what is missing. Then, 
write in the correct number!
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EXTRA CREDIT

4

5

4

10

6

2

1

3

8

Count the Number
Counting is fun! 

Directions: Count how many items are in each box. Then, circle the correct 
number! 
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Lesson 5

Word

Six

7

9

Eight

Four

NumberObjects

Fill in the blank!
Directions: Look at the chart below and figure out what is missing. Then, 
write in the correct number!
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EXTRA CREDIT

=

=

=

Counting

Directions: Count the objects then write the numbers on the lines below. 
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Lesson 6

Identifying Numbers 
In this lesson, we are going to learn how to count from 11 to 15, and 
then 16 to 20!

Directions: Say the numbers out loud, and then trace them below. Continue 
to the next page when you are finished

11
Eleven

14
Fourteen

12
Twelve

15
Fifteen

13
Thirteen
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16
Sixteen

18
Eighteen

17
Seventeen

19
Nineteen

20
Twenty

Continued
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Lesson 7

20
1712

19
13

14

1118

15

16

11 20

Numbers 11-20
In the last lesson, we learned how to count from 11 to 15, and from 16 
to 20. Now let’s put them together!

Directions: Look at the numbers below and say each one out loud. Then, 
place them in order starting with 11 and ending with 20.
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EXTRA CREDIT

11 Twenty

20

Eleven

19
Twelve

12

Nineteen

13

Eighteen
14

Seventeen
15

Sixteen

16

Fifteen

17 Fourteen

18

Thirteen

Number Match
Can you match the numbers?

Directions: Draw a line to match each number with its name!
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Lesson 8

=

=

=

=

1 5 103 7 122 6 114 98

1 95 133 117 152 106 144 128

1 115 153 137 179 192 126 164 148 1810 20

1 95 133 1172 106 144 128

Frog Count
Counting is fun! 

Directions: Look at the frogs below, and use the number line to help you 
count how many are in each box. Then, write that number in the box.
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EXTRA CREDIT

18

20

13

14

13

17

12

16

14

Count the Number
How fun is counting?

Directions: Count how many items are in each box. Then, circle the correct 
number! 
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Lesson 9

Word

Thirteen

11

12

Fifteen

Seventeen

NumberObjects

Fill in the blank!
Directions: Look at the chart below and figure out what is missing. Then, 
write in the correct number!
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EXTRA CREDIT

16

18

12

11

20

13

19

15

17

Count the Number
Let’s keep counting!

Directions: Count how many items are in each box. Then, circle the correct 
number! 
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Lesson 10

Word

Sixteen

17

19

Eighteen

Fourteen

NumberObjects

Fill in the blank!
Directions: Look at the chart below and figure out what is missing. Then, 
write in the correct number!
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EXTRA CREDIT

=

=

=

Count the Number
Let’s keep counting!

Directions: Count how many items are in each box. Then, circle the correct 
number! 
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1. What number comes after 1?

2. What is a number line used for?

3. How can you use your hands to count?

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
 

Review
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Addition 

WORKBOOK 2

W E L C O M E S  Y O U  T O
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Addition From A to Z
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Date Started                                                         Date Finished
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Lessons

1

7

2

8

3

9

4 5

6 10

1

7

2

8

3

9

4 5

6 10

Extra Credit

Keep track of your progress! 
Color in each star as you complete each lesson.
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Addition

 Addition
Addition is the most basic operation of math!  
• When you add two or more numbers together, you are combining the 
   numbers together, which results in a new total amount.  
• The new number will always be bigger because you are adding more to  
   the first number you had.

 
The answer, or new total amount, that you get in an addition problem  

is called the sum of the original numbers.
 
For example: 
• If group 1 has 3 stars...  

• And group 2 has 1 star...
 

You would count all of the stars together by adding 3 stars plus 1 star:
 

3  +  1  =  4! 
 

Remember! 
 

 When you see an addition problem: 
It doesn’t matter what order the whole numbers are in.  

They will always equal out to the same number! 

3 + 1 = 4       and         1 + 3 = 4

Introduction
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Learning Objectives
• Learn how to use counting to add objects together
• Learn how to find the sum of simple addition problems
• Use visuals during addition problems
 

Guiding Questions
1. What is the sum of 1 + 8? 
2. What is the sum of 8 + 1?
3. When you add two whole numbers together, do you get MORE or 
    less than you started with? 
4. What are the two formats you can write an addition problem as?

Notes
Use the lines below to take notes.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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Addition

Let’s Practice!

Lesson 1

+ 1

1

1

=

=

=

Add One More!  
Let’s break down how to add one more to a whole number.  

Directions: Using your hands, count up the numbers of stars in each box 
below, and write that number on the line under it. Then, draw in ONE STAR 
in the blue box. When you are finished drawing, count up all of the stars in 
each problem, and write the final number of stars on the line.  
That new number is your SUM!

+

+
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Let’s keep going! 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below by counting up the first set 
of frogs and add one more to each. Write your answer on the line.

EXTRA CREDIT

+     1     =

+     1     =

+     1     =

+     1     =

+     1     =
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Addition
Lesson 2

Let’s continue to practice adding one more to each whole number. 

Directions: Using your hands, count up the numbers of stars in each box 
below, and write that number on the line under it. Then, draw in ONE 
MORE in the blue box. When you are finished drawing, count up all of the 
stars in each problem, and write the final number of stars on the line.  
That new number is your SUM!

+ 1

1

1

=

=

=+

+
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EXTRA CREDIT

+     1     =

+     1     =

+     1     =

+     1     =

+     1     =

Let’s keep going! 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below by counting up the first set of 
frogs and add one more to each. Write your answer on the blue line.
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Addition
Lesson 3

Count and Add! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to count and add! Note that in 
each problem below, you will see two groups of pictures. 

Directions: Count up the number of images in each group and write the 
number amount in the bubble below each group. Then, count up BOTH 
groups of images and write the total number in the square at the end.  
That is your SUM of both groups! 

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=

3 2 5
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Directions: Color in the square beneath each problem that contains  
the correct sum!

                                                   +                                                    =  ?

                                                   +                                                    =  ?

                                                   +                                                    =  ?

    14   12    11

    5   7    8

    9    10    8

EXTRA CREDIT
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Addition
Lesson 4

Count and Add! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to count and add! Note that in 
each problem below, you will see two groups of pictures. 

Directions: Count up the number of images in each group and write the 
number amount in the bubble below each group. Then, count up BOTH 
groups of images and write the total number in the square at the end.  
That is your SUM of both groups! 

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=

3 2 5
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                                                   +                                                    =  ?

                                                   +                                                    =  ?

                                                   +                                                    =  ?

    15   12    17

   15   9   14

    12    11   15

EXTRA CREDIT

Directions: Color in the square beneath each problem that contains  
the correct sum!
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Addition
Lesson 5Order up! 

In this lesson, we are going to practice mixing up the order of numbers 
in addition problems. Remember, the order does not matter when you 
are adding two whole numbers! The sum should be the same. 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below. Then, write out what 
the math problem would be if you flipped the numbers! An example 
has been done for you.

3   +   7   = 
Another way to write this problem: 7  +  3  =  10

10

5   +   4   = 
Another way to write this problem:

3   +   8   = 
Another way to write this problem:

6   +   9   = 
Another way to write this problem:
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EXTRA CREDIT
Let’s keep going! 
 
Directions: Create a math problem using numbers. Write out the  
addition problem below the pictures!

+

+

+

+

    +              =

    +              =

    +              =

    +              =
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Addition
Lesson 6

Larger Numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to count and add with larger numbers! 

Directions: Count up the number of images in each group and write the  
number amount in the box next to each group.

=

=

=

=

=

8
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EXTRA CREDIT
Let’s keep going! 
 
Directions: Create a math problem using numbers. Write out the  
addition problem on the line next to the pictures!

+

+

+

+

    +              =

    +              =

    +              =

    +              =
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Addition

     4    
+   7
   11  

Lesson 7
Addition Layout! 
In this lesson, we are going to learn how to set up an addition problem 
in a different way. 

Directions: Look at each math problem and then write it out in the new  
format. An example has been done for you. 

4   +   7   =  11  

         
+  
    

6   +   3   =   

         
+  
    

8    +  2   =   
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EXTRA CREDIT
Let’s keep going! Can you help Fred figure out how to write these  
problems in the new format? 
 
Directions: Look at each math problem and write it out in the new format!

         
+  
    

7   +   5   =   

         
+  
    

5   +   8   =   

         
+  
    

9   +   6   =   
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Addition
Lesson 8

Just numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to count and add. This time, 
there aren’t any images to count, so use your fingers or feel free to 
draw your own images to help solve the addition problem! 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below and write your answer 
on the green line.

4   +   3   = 

5   +   2  = 

4   +   7  = 

6   +   8  = 

3   +   11  = 
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EXTRA CREDIT
Let’s keep adding! Amber has to clean all of the plates in the sink.  
 
Can you help her count which ones are dirty and which ones are clean? 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below. If the answer is 7, then that 
means the plate is dirty. Color in all of the plates that have a sum of 7 to 
help Amber see which plates are dirty! If the answer is NOT 7, that means 
the plate is clean and don’t color it in!

  6    
+ 1   3    

+ 4

  5    
+ 2

  6    
+ 6   2    

+ 5
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Addition
Lesson 9

Just numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to count and add. This time, 
there aren’t any images to count, so use your fingers or feel free to 
draw your own images to help solve the addition problem! 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below and write your answer 
on the green line.

7   +   7   = 

5   +   3  = 

9   +   6  = 

12   +   5  = 

10   +   5 = 
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EXTRA CREDIT
Let’s keep adding! Sarah Glee loves to look outside of her window and 
count the stars. Can you help her count? 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below and then color in the 
star if the answer is 5. If the answer is NOT 5, then do not color it in!

  2    
+ 5

  1    
+ 4

  3    
+ 2

  2    
+ 2

  2    
+ 3
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Addition
Lesson 10

Just numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to count and add. This time, 
there aren’t any images to count, so use your fingers or feel free to 
draw your own images to help solve the addition problem! 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below and write your answer 
on the green line.

7   +   7   = 

5   +   3  = 

9   +   6  = 

12   +   5  = 

10   +   5 = 
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EXTRA CREDIT
Math Format! 
All the bubbles from the soap in the sink are floating in the air! Can you 
help Amber solve these math problems in order to pop them?  

Directions: Solve each addition problem below.

     5 
+   8

     1 
+   3

      2 
+   11      4 

+   4
     0 
+   1

      7 
+   9
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Addition

1. What is the sum of 1 + 8? 

2. What is the sum of 8 + 1?

3. When you add two whole numbers together, do you get MORE or 

    less than you started with? 

4. What are the two formats you can write an addition problem as?

Review

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Subtraction  

WORKBOOK 3

W E L C O M E S  Y O U  T O
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Subtraction From A to Z

This workbook belongs to:

Date Started                                                         Date Finished
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Lessons

1

7

2

8

3

9

4 5

6 10

     Color Me!

Keep track of your progress! 
Color in each star as you complete each lesson.
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 Subtraction
Just like addition, subtraction is one of the most basic forms of math. 
Think of subtraction as taking away. 
 
• When you subtract, you are taking away an amount of numbers from 
the original amount, which results in a new total amount. 
• The new number will always be smaller because you are taking away 
from the first number you had. 

 
The answer, or new total amount, that you get from a subtraction problem  

is called the difference of the original numbers.
 
For example: 
• If group 1 has 3 stars...  

• And group 2 has 1 star...
 

You would subtract the smaller group (or take away) from the first group. 
 3 stars minus 1 star equals 2 stars! 

3  -  1  =  2! 
 

Remember! 
 

 When you see a subtraction problem: 
The order of the numbers matters!  

 
You always take the SECOND number away from the FIRST number.

Introduction
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Let’s Practice!
Let’s look at: 5 - 1 

You would read this problem as:  
Five minus one or Five take away one 

In this problem, you will take away one from five. 
• Hold up five fingers and then put one finger down. 
• How many do you have left up? Four! 

5 - 1= 4 

Let’s Check!  
Does your answer make sense?  
• Yes! Your answer should be less than the first amount... and 4 is less than 5! 
 
Learning Objectives
• Learn how to use counting to subtract objects from one another 
• Learn how to find the difference of simple subtraction problems
• Use visuals during subtraction problems
 

Guiding Questions
1. Do you start with the bigger or smaller number when practicing subtraction? 
2. What is the difference of 9-1?
3. When you use subtraction, do you get MORE or LESS than your first  
    number?
4. What are the two formats you can write a subtraction problem as?
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=

=

=

=

=

7

Lesson 1
Take away 1! 
In this lesson, we are going to break apart a subtraction problem.  

Directions: Take a look at each of the lines of images below.  
Then, look at the pink number and put an X through that many images.  
Once you are done, count up the images that are NOT crossed out, and  
write that number in the blue box. The new number is your difference! 
 
An example has been done for you.

-   1

-   1

-   1

-   1

-   1
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=

=

=

=

=

=

-   1

-   1

-   1

-   1

-   1

-   1

Let’s keep practicing! 
 
Directions: Cross out one of the images in each line, and then write your 
new total in the blue box. That is your subtraction problem’s difference!

More Practice!
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More Practice! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to subtract by crossing out images. 

Directions: Use the images to help you solve the subtraction problems. 
Cross out the specific amount that is being taken away, then write your 
answer inside the box. That number is the difference!

=

=

=

=

=

-   6

-   2

-   3

-   3

-   4

Lesson 2
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Take away 5! 

Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below by counting up the 
first set of frogs with your hands and then putting a whole hand of 5 
fingers down. Write your answer inside the box.

=

=

=

=

=

-   5

-   5

-   5

-   5

-   5

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 3

     4    
-    2
    2  

Subtraction Layout! 
In this lesson, we are going to learn how to set up a subtraction problem 
in a different way. 

Directions: Look at each math problem and then write it out in the new  
format. An example has been done for you. 

4   -   2   =  2  

         
-  
    

6   -   3   =   

         
-  
    

8    -  2   =   
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More Practice!
Let’s keep going! Can you help David figure out how to write these  
problems in the new format? 
 
Directions: Look at each math problem and write it out in the new format!

         
-  
    

7   -   2   =   

         
-
    

13   -   9   =   

         
-  
    

9   -   6   =   
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Lesson 4
Number Line Subtraction 
In this lesson, we are going to subtract while using a number line to 
help us. 
 
What is a number line? 
A number line is used to count numbers. You can use a number line to 
help you add or subtrac, and since you can start and end at any num-
ber, you can use number lines to help you during any problem!  Look at 
the example number line below:

 

Let’s look at the subtraction problem: 
8 - 3 = ? 

Start by putting your finger on the number 8. 

 
Then, count back three numbers because you are subtracting (or taking 
away) three. Your finger will land on the number 5.

S o . . .  8 - 3 = 5 !
Now try it yourself! 

 
 

Using the number line above, find the difference of the subtraction problem: 
1 7 - 4 = ?

   Answer:  

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 104

11 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 2014
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More Practice!
Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below by using the number 
line above each one. Then, write your answer inside the blue box.

18  -   6     =

10  -   3     =

15  -   5     =

9  -   4     =

19  -   9     =

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14
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Let’s keep practicing number lines! 

Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below by using the number 
line above each one. Then, write your answer inside the blue box.

19  -   4     =

11  -   3     =

16  -   2     =

20  -   4     =

12  -   3     =

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

1 112 123 135 156 167 178 189 1910 204 14

Lesson 5
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Oh no! David and all of is friends got caught in the rain.  

Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below and color in each umbrella 
that has an answer of 6. If the difference is NOT 6, then do not color it in. 

     4 
-    2

     9 
-    3

     5 
-    3

     8 
-    2

     7 
-    1

     4 
-    3

EXTRA CREDIT
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Just numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to subtract. This time, there 
aren’t any images to count, so use your fingers or feel free to draw 
your own images to help solve the subraction problem! 

Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below and write your 
answer on the green line.

Lesson 6

7   -   2   = 

12   -   3  = 

6   -   2  = 

12   -   5  = 

11   -   5 = 
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below.  
 
If the answer is GREATER THAN 10, color the star blue . 
If the answer is LESS THAN 10, color the star green.

  22    
- 10

  14    
- 2

  17    
- 3

  10    
- 4

  15    
- 8
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Always Remember to Check Your Work! 
In this lesson, we’re going to practice checking your work! 
 
How do you check your work? 
After you solve a subtraction problem and get your answer, you should 
always ADD the difference and the second number in the subtraction  
problem to make sure that you end up with your orignal first number.

 
Let’s look at an example: 

 
8  -  3  =  5 

Take your difference of 5 and add your second number of 3  
to create an addition problem:  

 5  +  3
 

If your sum equals out to the first original number in your subtraction 
problem of 8, then you know you got the correct answer! 

 5  +  3  =  8  

Now try it yourself!  
Directions: Solve for the difference, then check your work by creating an 
addition problem by filling in the boxes below. Hint: match up the colors! 
 

    1 5  -  3  =  
 
                           +         = 

Lesson 7
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Let’s practice checking our work! 
 
Directions: Solve for the difference, then create an addition problem in the 
box next to the problem to check your work and confirm that you got the 
write answer! 
 
Use the example to help you:

   10  -  6  = 4    +  6 = 104 

   8  -  4  = 
   

        +         = 

   16  -  2  = 
   

        +         = 

   7  -  5  =         +         = 

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 8

6

Check your numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to subtract without using pictures, 
AND make sure we are checking our work! 

Directions: Solve for the difference, then create an addition problem in 
the box beneath the problem to check your work.  
 
Use this example to help:

    7   -   1   = 

    12  -  3  = 

  10  -  10  = 

    9  -  5  = 

    9  -  3  = 

    6  -  2  = 

6    +  1  =  6
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EXTRA CREDIT
All of the birthday cakes below have a different number of candles on them. 
Yazmin likes to count how many candles she can blow out in one breath.  
 
Directions: Complete the subtraction problems below to find out how many 
candles still need to be blown out on each cake!

-    5   =
How many candles still need to be blown out?

-    7   =
How many candles still need to be blown out?

-    4   =
How many candles still need to be blown out?

-    7   =
How many candles still need to be blown out?
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Just numbers! 
In this lesson, we are going to continue to solve subtraction problems!  

Directions: Solve each subtraction problem below and write your 
answer on the green line.

7   -   1   = 

5   -   3  = 

9   -   6  = 

12   -   5  = 

10   -   5  = 

7   -   7   = 

Lesson 9
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Jason is trying to finish his math homework... but he is stuck on these  
problems! Can you help him solve these problems so that he can start 
his guitar practice? 

Directions: Solve each addition problem below.  
If the difference is less than 8, color in the guitar.  

If it is more than 8, do not color it in.

    15 
-   8

   11 
-   3

     12 
-   11

   14 
-   4

   10 
-   1

    17 
-   9

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 10
Directions: Find a parent to time you, or time yourself with a stop watch, 
and complete this entire page of subtraction problems as fast as you can.  
 
Then, record your time at the bottom of the page! 

18  -   6   =

4  -   3    =

20  -   2   =

11  -   5    =

5  -   3    = 17  -   4   =

15  -   7    =

22  -   2   =

10  -   8    =

15  -   13    =

First time:
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Second time:

17  -   4   =

15  -   7    =

22  -   2   =

10  -   8    =

15  -   13    = 18  -   6   =

4  -   3    =

20  -   2   =

11  -   5    =

5  -   3    =

Great Job!  
STOP and take a 2 minute break.

 
Now let’s try it again!   Find a parent to time you, and then complete the  
subtraction problems below. When you are finished, record your new time  
at the bottom of the page and see if you improved! 
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Review

1. Do you start with the bigger or smaller number when practicing  
subtraction? 
 
2. What is the difference of 9-1? 

3. When you use subtraction, do you get MORE or LESS than your  
    first number? 

4. What are the two formats you can write a subtraction problem as?

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Extra Credit

Keep track of your progress! 
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Introduction 
This workbook is going to focus on reviewing and practicing  
both addition and subtraction problems, and getting used to  
recognizing the difference between them both. 
 
We’ll also start to look at using math in real life situations!

 
Before starting these activities, be sure to review the  
basics of addition  and subtraction on the next page!

Learning Objectives
• Learn to review the concepts of addition and subtraction.
• Practice switching back and forth between operations signs and  
   noticing operation signs.
• Practice fluency with fact families up to 10.
• Learn there are various ways to make sums and differences, for      
   example, 2+5=7 and 3+4 =7.

Guiding Questions
1. Tell me how you add two numbers together.
2. How do you do a subtraction problem?
3. What’s the difference between subtraction and addition?
4. Can you tell me what 2+4 equals?
5. What is 4 -2? 

Let’s Review!
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Review of Addition
• When you add, you are combining numbers. You are adding two  
   numbers to make one bigger number. You can count on to reach a  
   new number.  
• The new number will always be bigger, because you are adding more  
   to the first number you had.  
• The answer you get from an addition problem is called the sum.
 
Example of an addition problem: 

4  +  1  =  5
FOUR plus ONE equals FIVE

 
 

Review of Subtraction
• Subtraction is when you have two groups of numbers and you take  
   one group of numbers away. When you subtract, your answer will 
   always be smaller than the biggest number in the two groups. 
• You can also think of subtraction as taking away. Take away the smaller 
   number form the larger number. Then you will get an answer that is
   smaller than the largest number. 
• This answer you get in a subtraction problem is called the difference. 

Example of a subtraction problem: 

4  -  1  =  3
FOUR minus ONE equals THREE
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Lesson 1

Directions:  After you review how to solve for addition problems,  
solve the problems on this page.

 
1.   Sarah Glee had four balloons in her left hand. She had one more 
in her right hand. Add the balloons together to get the sum.       
How many does she have in total?

2.   Now, practice adding Sarah Glee’s balloons together to find the 
sums below!

Addition Practice

Now practice adding Sarah Glee’s balloons together to the sums.   

4 1+

+

+ +

+

+

=

=

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT
Sum of the Day

=+

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=

Sum of the Day:

All of these addition problems have the same answer except for one... 
After you solve the problems, write the answer that is different than all the 
others in the box below. That is your Sum of the Day!
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Lesson 2
Subtraction Practice
Directions:  After you review how to solve for subtraction problems,  
solve the problems on this page.

 
1.   Xavier wrote a song, but it turned out to be too long. He needs  
      to subtract a few notes.  He had ten notes and took five away.   
      How many does he have left?

2.   Ellen wants to sell some of her cookies at the bake sale. Each box 
below represents one day at the bake sale. Let’s see how many cookies 
she sold by solving the problems below: 

10 5- =

- = - =

- =- =
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EXTRA CREDIT
Difference of the Day
All of these subtraction problems have the same answer except for one... 
After you solve the problems, write the answer that is different than all the 
others in the box below. That is your Difference of the Day!

=-

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

=

Difference of the Day:
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Lesson 3
“Operation Signs”
If you are performing addition problems, you’ll see a plus sign in  
between the numbers you need to add.   It looks like this: +
It means you are putting both numbers together to get a bigger number! 

If you are subtracting numbers, you will see a minus sign in between 
the numbers in your subtraction problem. It looks like this:  - 
It means you are taking the smaller number away from the larger number! 

When you are solving any math problem,  
it is important to check the sign!

The plus and minus signs are called “operation signs.” If you don’t 
watch the sign, you won’t know what to do with the numbers! You could 
get the wrong answer!

Directions: In this activity, put a circle around all the   plus   signs. Put a 
square around all the    minus    signs. Then, solve all the problems!

+ +

-

+

+

-

7 5

6

4

2

9

3 1

3

2

1

4

= =

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Put the correct sign, a plus sign for addition problems and a 
minus sign for subtraction problems in between the numbers to make 
them match the sentence.

Garret had one birthday party to attend on Saturday and two 
to attend to on Sunday. How many parties will Garret go to 

this weekend?

Luke rode four rollercoasters in the morning and three in the 
afternoon. How many rollercoasters did he ride?

Jason was swimming and saw four fish. Three swam away. 
How many fish were left?

Owen went to the park with six baseballs. He gave two to 
Luke. How many baseballs does Owen have now?

1

4

4

6

2

3

3

2

=

=

=

=
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Lesson 4
What’s a Fact Family?
A fact family is a group of math facts using the same numbers.  In the 
case of addition and subtraction, you use three numbers and get four 
facts. 

 
For example, you can form a fact family using the three numbers... 

 6, 4, and 10:    
6 + 4 = 10 ,  4 + 6 = 10 ,  10 - 6 = 4 ,  10 - 4 = 6

Why do we use fact families?
Fact families show the connection between addition and subtraction. They 
also help us learn math facts so that we know them automatically! 

Let’s learn fact families with the numbers 1, 2, and 3. Some of the fact 
family is filled in, and you have to fill in the rest. 

Directions: Complete this fact family using 2, 2, and 4.

+ +

+ -

+ -

- -

1 3

2 4

2 2

3 3

2 3 1

4 2

2 2

2 11

= =

= =

= =

= =
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EXTRA CREDIT
Ricky has has four oranges.  
 
His dad says he can make a fact family with just four oranges! 
 
Ricky says he already knows a fact family using 2, 2, and 4.  
His dad says there’s another one using 3, 1, and 4.  
 
Directions: Help Ricky solve the problems below to finish his fact family!

=

=

+

-

+

-

=

=
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Lesson 5
Make a Fact Family
You are getting to be a star at fact families. You have seen how to complete 
them using three numbers to get four facts.
 

Two problems will be addition      
             

Two problems will be subtraction 

Directions: Make a fact family for the numbers 2, 4, and 6. 

Directions: Make a fact family for the numbers 7, 3, and 10.

+

+

-

-

+

+

-

-

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT
Sock Fact Family 
Sarah Glee is visiting Steve as he’s putting away his socks.  
 
Can you draw socks and make a fact family of 5, 5, and 10?  Use the boxes 
below!

=+

+

-

-

=

=

=
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Lesson 6
Different Ways to Get There
Have you ever been driving with your parents and the road was closed on 
your route? Your parents probably just took a different path and still got to 
the same place. Math is like that, too. You can use lots of different ways to 
arrive at the same answer. 

Let’s get to 10 in different ways. Look for the pattern in the answers:

9+ 1 =10
8+2 = 10
7+ 3 = 10
6 +4 = 10
5+5 = 10

What did you notice? The numbers on the left hands side kept going down 
by one. The numbers on the right kept increasing by one. 

Fill out the rest of the ways you can get to ten by following the pattern! 

1055 10

1010

10

+

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT

17 1

1

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

=

=

=

Patterns Everywhere!
Steve and Ursula are out shopping. They noticed a pattern when they started 
counting up the money for all the things they wanted to buy. They found out 
they could get the same difference when they subtracted. They could get the 
answer of one in a lot of different ways. 

10-9 = 1
9-8 =1
8-7 =1

What did you notice about the pattern? 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________

Can you continue the pattern on the squares provided?
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Lesson 7
Fact Family Reunion
You remember what fact families are. Help these numbers get with the right 
group to make a fact family! 

Fact Family with ____, ____, and ____.

Fact Family with ____, ____, and ____.

3 4 37 69
+

+

-

-

+

+

-

-

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT
Math Maze
As you’ve seen in other lessons, you can add different numbers to get the 
same sums. For example, 5+5 =10 and 8+2 = 10. 

How many ways can you make the number 7? Follow the paths to go from 
an addition problem to the sum. If the path is clear, your two numbers will 
add up to equal a sum of 7.

5 + 2

7 77

3 + 4 6 + 1 4 + 5
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Lesson 8
Mixed Practice 
Practice your addition and subtraction skills by solving these problems. 

+

+

-

-

+

-

=

=

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT

+

+

-

+

=

=

=

=

Doubles for David 
David was looking at all the Halloween treats he received.  He noticed that 
he had several “doubles.” A “double” is when you are adding two numbers 
that are the same, like 1+1 or 2+2.  

Knowing your doubles helps you recall math facts  
in a fast and easy way!     
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Lesson 9
Zero Power
What is zero? It looks like this: 0  
Zero is a number, but it is used when there is nothing left. 

If I have one apple and eat that 1 apple, I am left with zero apples: 1 - 1 = 0.   
 
Zero means that there is none! 

When I add zero or take away zero, nothing changes.

Let’s look at adding with zero: 2 + 0 = 2.   
I added “nothing” to the number 2. 

Let’s look at subtracting with zero: 2 - 0 = 2.  
I took away “nothing” from the number 2.  

Directions: Solve these problems adding or subtracting zero.

0

4

0

0

5

0

6

4

3

8

5

7

-

-

+

-

-

+

=

=

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT

0

0

0

0

Zero Mess
Fran’s mother says he must work to clean up his mess! He must have zero 
pieces of food left on the floor! Help Fran figure out how to get to zero with 
each of these problems.  
 
Directions: Put the right number in the blank box to help Fran get to zero 
and clean up the floor!
 

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

=
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Lesson 10
Addition Riddles
Can you figure out these riddles to get the sum?  In these problems, riddles 
will have a number as an answer. When you figure out the riddle, place that 
number inside of the first blue box. Then, solve the addition problem! 

I’m a number that rhymes with the place where bees live.  

I’m a number that rhymes with a place where squirrels 
and birds live.

I’m a number that rhymes with what you where on your feet.  

I’m a number that rhymes with the the yellow ball of light 
that shines in the sky during the day.

2

3

8

6

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT
Subtraction Riddles
Can you figure out these riddles to get the difference? In these problems, 
riddles will have a number as an answer.  When you figure out the riddle, 
place that number inside of the first blue box. Then, solve the  subtraction 
problem! 

I’m a number who rhymes with the the thing that you 
open and shut to leave a room.  

I’m a number that rhymes with the flat dish that you put 
your food one at dinner.

I’m a number that rhymes with  an insect that is yellow 
and black and sayz “buzz”.

I’m a number that rhymes with another name for chicken.

2

3

8

6

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=
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Review

1. Tell me how you add two numbers together.

2. How do you do a subtraction problem?

3. What’s the difference between subtraction and addition?

4. Can you tell me what 2+4 equals?

5. What is 4 -2? 

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Color Me!

Keep track of your progress! 
Color in each star as you complete each lesson.
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Introduction
Word Problems
Word problems are ways to help you use your math skills in real problems 
that you may have.  
 
For example: 
• You have ten friends coming to your house. 
• Two call and say they are sick and can’t come.  
 
Now you need to tell your mom how many guests to expect... 

 
Quick, what is 10 take away 2?  

10 - 2  is  8! 

 
You just solved a word problem... 
AND used subtraction in real life! 

Remember! 
 
 When you solve word problems:
• Read carefully.
• Look for what numbers you are using.
• Figure out if you are adding groups of numbers or taking away numbers 
from other ones. (This will tell you if you need to add or subtract!) 
 
  Adding (Combining Numbers): 
  • Words like “How many in total?” Or “all together”  
  Subtracting (Taking Away): 
  • Words like “How many are left?”
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Notes
Use the lines below to take notes.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Learning Objectives
• Learn how to recognize real-life math problems
• Learn how to use addition and subtraction in situations
• Use visuals to help solve word problems
 

Guiding Questions
1. Why do we need to be able to solve word problems? 
2. How do you know if you need to add in a word problem?
3. How do you know if you need to subtract in a word problem?
4. Can you think of your own word problem that you could use today?
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Lesson 1
Addition Word Problems 

     •  Is this an addition or subtraction  
 problem?

     •  What keywords told you it was  
 addition or subtraction?

     •  What numbers are you working  
 with in this problem? 

     •  Now solve the problem by writing it out:

Sarah Glee has five flowers in her garden. Amber stopped by and gave 
her one more flower. How many flowers does Sarah have in total now?

Great job!  
You rocked an addition word problem! 

+ =

How many flowers 
did Sarah have first?

How many flowers 
did Amber give Sarah?

How many flowers 
does Sarah have in total?

In this lesson, let’s learn how to break down an word problem using addition.
 
Directions: Read the problem, and then answer the questions below.
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EXTRA CREDIT
In the last problem, you figured out that Sarah had five flowers and you  
added the flower that Amber gave her. You got a new number that was bigger.  
 
When you are ready, try this one:

     •  Is this an addition or subtraction  
 problem?

     •  What keywords told you it was  
 addition or subtraction?

     •  What numbers are you working  
 with in this problem? 

     •  Now solve the problem by writing it out:

Fred drank 2 glasses of lemonade on Saturday. On Sunday, he drank 3 more 
glasses of lemonade. How many glasses of lemonade did Fred drink in 
total?

How many glasses of  
lemonade did Fred 
drink on Saturday?

How many glasses of  
lemonade did Fred  
drink on Sunday?

How many glasses of  
lemonade did Fred  
drink in total?

+ =
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Lesson 2
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then answer the step-by-
step questions to help form your math problem. 

=

How many apples  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

Three blue fish are swimming together. One yellow fish joins 
the group. How many fish are there now?

=

Amber has three green apples. Luke has four red apples. 
How many apples do they have total?

How many blue fish  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+
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=

How many apples  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then solve the word 
problem!  
 
Hint: Draw out your own pictures to help form your math problem.

Two blue fish are swimming together. Three yellow fish join 
the group. How many fish are there now?

=

How many blue fish  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+
Amber ate two green apples. Luke ate two red apples. 

How many apples did they eat together?
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Lesson 3
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then answer the step-
by-step questions to help form your math problem. 

=

How many frogs 
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

Ricky has four candles on his cake. Ursula has five candles on her 
cake. How many candles are there in total?

=

Tammie has three jumping frogs. Her sister has five jumping frogs.  
How many frogs do they have in total?

How many candles  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then solve the word 
problem!  
 
Hint: Draw out your own pictures to help form your math problem.

=

How many blue fish  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

=

How many apples  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

Ricky blew out two candles on his cake. Ursula blew out one candle on her 
cake. How many candles did they blow out in total?

Tammie played with two jumping frogs today. Her sister played with four 
jumping frogs.  How many frogs did they both play with?

=+
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Lesson 4
Subtraction Word Problems 

     •  Is this an addition or subtraction  
 problem?

     •  What keywords told you it was  
 addition or subtraction?

     •  What numbers are you working  
 with in this problem? 

     •  Now solve the problem by writing it out:

Hailey had four candy bars She gave three to her mother. How many 
candy bars does Hailey have left?

+ =

How many candy bars 
did Hailey have first?

How many candy bars 
did Hailey give away?

How many candy bars 
does Hailey have left?

You’re doing a great job solving word problems with addition! In this lesson, 
let’s focus on how to break down an word problem using subtraction. 

Directions: Read the problem, and then answer the questions below. 

Hint: Start with the biggest number and take the smaller number away from it.
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EXTRA CREDIT
In the last problem, you figured out that Hailey had four candy bars and 
gave away 3. 4 - 3 = 1. Hailey only had one candy bar left.   
 
When you are ready, try this one:

     •  Is this an addition or subtraction  
 problem?

     •  What keywords told you it was  
 addition or subtraction?

     •  What numbers are you working  
 with in this problem? 

     •  Now solve the problem by writing it out:

Quinn told his mother he would spend ten more minutes in the bathtub. 
He spent five minutes daydreaming. How many minutes does Quinn have 

left in the bathtub?

+ =

How many minutes did  
Quinn tell his mother he 
would be in the bathtub 
for?

How many minutes  
did Quinn spend  
daydreaming?

How many more  
minutes does Quinn have 
left in the tub?
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Lesson 5
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then answer the step-
by-step questions to help form your math problem. 

=

How many birds  
did you start with?

How many got  
taken away?

What is your  
new total?

=

How many donuts 
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

There are four birds chirping. If three birds fly away,  
how many birds are left?

David has seven donuts. His brother eats two of them.  
How many donuts are left?

How many got  
eaten?

-
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then solve the word 
problem!  
 
Hint: Draw out your own pictures to help form your math problem.

=

How many candles 
did you start with?

How many were 
blown out?

What is your  
new total?

+

=

How many frogs did  
Tammie adopt?

How many did  
she name?

What is your  
new total?

+

Ricky had seven candles on his cake. He blew out three of them. How many 
candles are left to blow out?

Tammie adopted six new frogs yesterday. She already named four of 
them. How many frogs does she have left to name?

=+
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Lesson 6
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then answer the step-
by-step questions to help form your math problem. 

=

How many t-shirts  
did you start with?

How many got  
given away?

What is your  
new total?

=

How many caps 
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

Winnie has five different t-shirts. She grows out of two of them, so she 
gives them away. How many t-shirts does she have left?

Owen had nine baseball caps. On vacation, he lost three of them! 
How many baseball caps does Owen still have?

How many did  
Owen lose?

-
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then solve the word 
problem!  
 
Hint: Draw out your own pictures to help form your math problem.

=

How many drums  
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

=

How many fish 
did Sarah start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

Ricky has five drums. He broke one of them. 
How many drums does Ricky have left?

Sarah had ten pet fish. Her sister didn’t have any, so she gave  
her two of hers. How many fish does Sarah have left?

How many got 
given away?

How many did  
Ricky break?
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Lesson 7
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then answer the step-
by-step questions to help form your math problem. 

=

How many fish 
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

Amber spots a school of eleven fish. Four of them swim away.  
How many fish remain?

How many  
swam away?

=

How many flowers  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

If Garret has four pink flowers and Yazmin has one yellow flower, how 
many flowers do they have in total?
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then solve the word 
problem!  
 
Hint: Draw out your own pictures to help form your math problem.

=

How many fish 
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

Amber spots a school of eleven fish. Four of them swim away.  
How many fish remain?

How many  
swam away?

=

How many flowers 
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

If Garret has five pink flowers and Yazmin also has five yellow flowers, 
how many flowers do they have in total?
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Lesson 8
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then answer the step-
by-step questions to help form your math problem. 

=

How many guitars  
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

Ricky has nine guitars. He gives three away.  
How many guitars does Ricky have left?

How many did  
Ricky give away?

=

How many beachballs  
did you start with?

How many are  
getting added?

What is your  
new total?

+

Becky has four blue beachballs and Luke has five red beachballs.  How 
many beachballs do they have all together?
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EXTRA CREDIT
Directions: Read through the sentences below, and then solve the word 
problem!  
 
Hint: Draw out your own pictures to help form your math problem.

=

How many cupcakes  
did you start with?

What is your  
new total?

-

Jason had twelve cupcakes to bring into school for his birthday.  
He ate two of them at home. How many cupcakes are left?

How many got 
eaten?

=

How many sandwiches  
did Sarah bring?

How many did  
Luke bring?

What is your  
new total?

+

Sarah brought six sandwiches and Luke brought three. How many 
sandwiches do they have all together?
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=

=

=

Lesson 9
You’re ready to try these problems! Remember to read carefully, find the  
numbers you’re using, and figure out if you’re adding or subtracting by  
looking at the key words.  
 
Directions: Decide whether you are adding or subtracting, and then place 
the plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) sign in the empty box in the middle of each  
problem.When you have your problem set up, solve it using the skills you 
have been practicing!

1. Fran made four pies and Fred made four. How many pies do they 
have in total?

2. Nora read three books on acting on Monday, and then read two 
more books on Tuesday. How many books did she read combined?

3. Yazmin made six cupcakes to take to Sarah’s house for tea. 
On the way over, she dropped two of the cupcakes. How many 
cupcakes does she have left?
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=

=

=

=

EXTRA CREDIT

4. Becky has eight blue towels and Luke has five green towels.  
How many towels do they have altogether?

5. Nora was in two plays last year, and then five more this year. 
How many plays was she in altogether? 

6. Taylor ate six peices of candy yesterday, and two peices today. 
How many peices of candy does she have left?

7. Fred got twelve presents at his birthday party, and he only 
opened four so far. How many presents does he have left to open?
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=

=

=

Lesson 10
You’re ready to try these problems! Remember to read carefully, find the  
numbers you’re using, and figure out if you’re adding or subtracting by 
looking at the key words.  
 
Directions: Decide whether you are adding or subtracting, and then  
place the plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) sign in the empty box in the middle of 
each problem.When you have your problem set up, solve it using the  
skills you have been practicing!

1. Amber has one orange book and Tammie has six blue books. How 
many books do they have in total?

2. Zack has six pink cups and Fran has four yellow cups. How many 
cups do they have combined?

3. Hailey has two purple flowers. David has six red flowers. How 
many flowers do they have in total?
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=

=

=

=

EXTRA CREDIT

4. Xavier had seven gold spoons, but Quinn took four of his spoons.  
How many spoons does Xavier have left?

5. Nora read three books on acting on Monday, and then read two 
more books on Tuesday. How many books does she have left to 
read?

6. Yazmin made six cupcakes for Jason’s birthday, but she ate 
three of them. How many cupcakes does she have left?

7. Tammie has swim lessons nine times a week. She swam five 
times so far. How many swim lessons does she have left?
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Review

1. Why do we need to be able to solve word problems? 

2. How do you know if you need to add in a word problem?

3. How do you know if you need to subtract in a word problem?

4. Can you think of your own word problem that you could use today?

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Keep track of your progress! 
Color in each star as you complete each lesson.
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Practice Makes Perfect!
This workbook is going to help you solodify your subtraction and addition 
skills. With activities that include solving word problems, adding and  
subtracting with special numbers like zero or one... 

Be sure to take your time and go through each lesson  
if you want to become a math superstar! 

 
Remember!  

Whether you are working on an addition or subtraction word problem,  
the same rules still apply! You still need to read carefully, underline  

numbers, look for keywords, and draw it out! 

When you are adding, the order of combining numbers doesn’t matter.  
 
When you are subtracting, make sure that you start with the biggest 
number and take the smaller number away from it.  

Learning Objectives
• Review of Addition Word Problems 
• Review of Subtraction Word Problems 
• Adding/ Subtracting in Special Cases
 

Even More  
Practice!
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Which List is Which?
Sarah Glee had a list of tips for solving word problems. She also had a list 
of tips on how to be a good friend. Somehow her lists got mixed together!  
 
Can you read the lists and write the tips in the right box so Sarah has two 
lists again? 

• Always listen
• Spend time together
• Read carefully
• Underline numbers
• Find out about the things you have in common
• Look for keywords
• Draw a picture
• Always be respectful and polite
• Have fun together

Tips to Solve a Math 
Word Problem

Tips on Being a Good 
Friend
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Lesson 1
Word Problems 
Word problems use words to explain a math problem.  
 
It is important to know which numbers are being used, and how they are 
being used! 

When you solve word problems: 

• Read carefully.
• Look for what numbers you are using.
• Figure out if you are adding groups of numbers or taking away numbers 
from other ones. This will tell you if you need to add or subtract. 

Let’s solve the first one together on the next page!

Hints that show you are  

combining numbers/ adding: 

“How many in total?” 

“All together”

Hints that show you are  

taking away/ subtracting: 

“How many are left?” 

“take away”
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We know there were ____ people on Saturday.  
 

There were ____ more on Sunday.  

 
Since we want to know how many people came to help clean up, we would 
ADD the numbers from Saturday and Sunday.

4 + 3 = 7
When you solve a word problem, always make sure your answer includes a 
word, not just a number.  
 
I should not just say the answer is “7”, I should say it is “seven people.”  
 
This is because a word problem usually is asking about a specific number 
of people or things.

Irene gave a speech on Saturday and got four  
volunteers to help clean up the beach. On Sunday,  
another three people also came to help with the  

beach clean up.  
 

Besides Irene, how many people came to clean  
up the beach?
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Can You Solve It?

My answer :  

Michael had ______ _________ . 
               number            word  

Remember! Sometimes drawing a picture helps us solve a problem. Use 
crayons to draw three green bubbles and six blue bubbles. Then count up 
all the bubbles to get your answer! Make sure you fill in a number and word 
when you solve the problem!

Michael loves seeing bubbles as he does the 
dishes. He counted six blue bubbles and three 

green bubbles as he was doing the dishes today. 
 

How many bubbles did he see all together?

Directions: Solve the problems below.
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Can You Solve It?

Nicole loves to act and she loves to watch 
movies and plays. She saw 2 plays last  

month and 3 plays this month.  
 

How many plays did she see in total?

My answer :  

Nicole saw ______ _________ . 
               number            word  

Hint: Use star shapes to represent each play!

Directions: Solve the problems below.
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Lesson 2

You know how to solve addition word problems. It is always good to  
have a strategy to make sure you get all the information you need.  

As you read the word problem, underline all the numbers that you see or 
read. They may be written as words or as numbers. Then, draw a picture to 
help you add the numbers. 

Penelope ate one unicorn cookie for lunch and ate 
four more unicorn cookies for snack.  

 
How many unicorn cookies did she eat all together?

Write the problem with numbers:              +                =              

Draw the problem: 

Strategize!

My answer :  

Penelope ate  ______ _________ . 
               number           word  
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Tammy found two frogs in her right desk drawer 
and seven in her left desk drawer.   

 
How many frogs were in her desk?

Write the problem with numbers:              +                =              

Draw the problem: 

My answer :  

Tammy found ______ _________ . 
               number          word  
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Lesson 3

Victoria put ten pictures on her vision board, but 
then took two pictures away.  

 
How many pictures are on her vision board now ?

We know there were _____ pictures on the board.  
 

Then Victoria took _____ away.   
 

How many pictures are left?

_______    ___________  
   number               words

- =

Picture :
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David had eight pumpkins but decorated three to  
enter in the Halloween Pumpkin Decorating Contest.  

 
How many plain pumpkins does David have left?

David had _____ pumpkins to start.  
 

He decorated _____. 

________    ___________ 
   number               words

- =

Picture :
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Lesson 4
Subtraction Word Problems
You know how to solve subtraction word problems... but it is always good  
to have a strategy to make sure you get all the information you need.  
 
Directions: As you read the word problem, underline all the numbers that 
you see or read (they may be written as words or as numbers). Then, draw 
a picture to help you subtract the numbers. Make sure you take the smaller 
number away from the bigger number!

Zach saw three squirrels outside of his window  
when he woke up. Two of them scurried away.  

How many squirrels were left? 

_______ (number) ___________ (words)- =
Draw the problem:
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+

Yazmin had six peanuts to feed her purple elephant Gus. 
He ate three on the way to school.  

How many peanuts does Yazmin have left? 

_______ (number) ___________ (words)=
Draw the problem:

Tammy found two frogs in her right desk drawer  
and seven frogs in her left desk drawer.   

How many frogs were in both desks?

+ _______ (number) ___________ (words)=
Draw the problem:
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Lesson 5
Subtracting with Zeros
In subtraction, you know that you are always supposed to take away the  
smaller number from the bigger number. 

 
What if both numbers are the same?  

• If both numbers are the same, they are equal numbers.  
• Examples:    3 - 3 = 0      6 - 6 = 0      9 - 9 = 0
 
Notice that I will always end up with zero as my answer!

What if one number is zero?

• Zero is always the smallest number... since it is equal to nothing! So, if you  

take away nothing from another number, you don’t take away anything at 

all! 

• Examples:    3 - 0 = 3      6 - 0 = 6      9 - 0 = 9

Practice using subtraction in these special cases on the next page!

88 - = 05 - =
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07 - = 1414 - =

04 - =

77 - = 013 - =

55

09 - = 011 - =

33 - =

=-
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Lesson 6
Adding Three Numbers
You have done so well adding two numbers. You can add three, four, or even 
more numbers together. Let’s learn to add three numbers together. When 
three numbers are added together, you can write your problem in two ways.

Either way, the steps are the same! Look at the first two numbers of your 
problem : 2+2. Get a total for that problem . 2+2 = 4. Now I have one more 
number left. It was another 2. I will add it to the sum I got for the first two 
numbers. 4+2 = 6.

Practice adding three numbers together. 

5 + 3 + 1 =

Step one: Add  5 + 3 = _________

Step two:  Take your sum _________ + 1 =  _________

4 +1 + 4  =

Step one: Add 4 + 1 = _________

Step two:  Take your sum _________ + 4 =  _________

or2 + 2 + 2 =

2 + 2 + 2     or    4 + 2 = 6 

  2
  2
+2
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EXTRA CREDIT
Present Problems!
Garret has a great gift for his friend Gabby. He knows it cost him seven  
dollars. But, since he has three parties to go to this weekend, he forgot 
which box was for her! Solve the problems on the boxes to find out which 
one has a gift inside that cost $7.00. That’s Gabby’s gift! Circle the box that 
is for Gabby.

3 + 1 + 1 =

4 + 3 + 2 =

1 + 5 + 1 =
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Lesson 7
Adding with Doubles Review
For this activity, you will need a timer or a watch with a second hand, and a 
parent to time you. How fast can you solve these addition problems that use 
doubles?  
 
Directions: Solve the problems on this page as fast as you can, and then take 
a break before completing the next page. See if you can beat your score!

First time: _________

11 + =
22 + =

33 + =

55 + =

44 + =
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Second time: _________

11 + =

22 + =

33 + =

55 + =

44 + =

Did you beat your first score? _________

If not, that’s okay, you can always try again. 

Practice makes perfect!
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Lesson 8
Subtraction Fact Race
For this activity, you will need a timer or a watch with a second hand, and a 
parent to time you. How fast can you solve these addition problems that use 
doubles? See if you can beat your score.

First time: _________

1

3

6

3

5

2

6

8

4

7

-

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

=

=
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Did you beat your first score? _________

If not, that’s okay, you can always try again. 

Practice makes perfect!

Second time: _________

12 - =

34 - =

36 - =
68 - =

57 - =
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Lesson 9
Secret Word 
Directions: Solve each word problem below. Then, circle the first letter of 
each name in these math problems to spell out a secret word.

What’s the secret word? 

1.  Zach saw a squirrel carrying three acorns. It ate all three. How 
many were left? 

2.  Ellen baked 10 pies and gave 10 to the school picnic. How many 
were left?

3.  Ricky had a big sale on candy bars at his store. He had five and 
then Ophelia came in and bought all of them! How  many candy bars 
were left? 

-

-

-

=

=

=
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EXTRA CREDIT
Match Up Mix Up!
Match the correct difference to the subtraction problem, and the correct  
sum to the addition problem! 

5 - 2 = 3

3

7 - 4 =

6 - 2 =

4 - 3 =

4

5

2

9 - 1 = 8

3 - 1 =

9 + 1 = 8

7

3 + 2 =

2 + 6 =

7 + 2 =

10

9

1

4 + 3 = 5

1 + 0 =
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Lesson 10
Final Review

Willie met three new dogs at the park.  
He met three more on the way home.  

How many new dogs did Willie meet? 

Is this problem addition or subtraction? _______________________

Draw a picture:

Show your problem in numbers:

Answer : ______

+ =
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Directions: Solve these addition and subtraction problems!

1

4

4

2

1

3

0

1

10

4

3

6

9

1

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

=

=

=

=

=

=

EXTRA CREDIT
Starring You!

What’s your name? _________________________________________
What’s your favorite food?  ___________________________________
What’s the name of your favorite animal? ________________________

Write a subtraction problem starring you! 

                                     (your name) had 7                                      (favorite 

food). A hungry                                      (favorite animal) snuck into the house 

and ate 4 of the                                      (favorite food).  

How many of your                                      (favorite food) did you have left? 

_______ (number) ___________ (words)- =
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Your Turn!

Make your own word problems for addition and subtraction.  
Use yourself and any character from the A-Z Life of Glee book. 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

My problem: 

The solution to my problem as a picture:

The solution to my problem in numbers: 

=
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Lessons
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Extra Credit

Keep track of your progress! 
Color in each star as you complete each lesson.

1

7

2

8

3

9

4 5

6
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Introduction
Fun with Shapes
 
We have already talked about how recognizing shapes is the foundation of 
geometry and math skills, but let’s get more practice today!  
 
Being able to draw and identify shapes helps develop motor skills  
among children. In addition, it is quite rewarding for children to learn  
about shapes because their world is full of them.

 
Everything is made up of shapes!

Think about your favorite type of cookie... what shape is that? 
 • A Circle! 
 
Think about your favorite candy bar... what shape is that?
 • A rectangle!

Learning Objectives
• Identify basic shapes
• Recognize shapes inside of other shapes 
• Trace and recreate basic shapes
 
Guiding Questions
1. Do all shapes have points?
2. How many points does a circle have?
3. What is the difference between a square and a rectangle?
4. How many shapes are there?
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Free Space!
Before this lesson, use this page to draw shapes that you know. 

 
After this lesson, fill in the rest of the page with shapes you learn about!
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Lesson 1
3 Basic Shapes!

Read the names of each shape,  
and then practice tracing them on the next page!

CIRCLE

SQUARE

TRIANGLE
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After you trace each shape, label each one with the correct name.

EXTRA CREDIT
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Similar Shapes!
Read the names of each shape,  

and then practice tracing them on the next page!

OVAL

RECTANGLE

DIAMOND

Lesson 2
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After you trace each shape, label each one with the correct name.After you trace each shape, label each one with the correct name.

EXTRA CREDIT
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Circles

CIRCLES are another basic shape that we see every day! 
 

A circle has NO SIDES and NO CORNERS. 
 

What makes a circle special?  
From the center, it is even all the way around!

 

Lesson 3

CIRCLE
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Directions: Practice tracing the circles and then draw 4 circles by 
yourself in the space below.

Draw your own circles here:

EXTRA CREDIT
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Squares

SQUARES are another basic shape that can make up so many others. 
 

A square has 4 SIDES and 4 CORNERS. 
 

What makes a square special? All 4 sides are the same length!
 

Lesson 4

SQUARE 11

1

1
1 1

1 1
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Directions: Practice tracing the squares and then draw 4 squares by 
yourself in the space below.

Draw your own squares here:

EXTRA CREDIT
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Triangles

TRIANGLES are another basic shape that can make up others! 
 

A triangle has 3 SIDES and 3 CORNERS. 
 

What makes a triangle special? There are three different kinds! 

 BUT... no matter how long each side is, if there are three connected points, 
it will always be considered a triangle. 

Lesson 5

TRIANGLE

11

1
11

1
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Directions: Practice tracing the triangles and then draw 4 triangles by 
yourself in the space below.

Draw your own triangles here:

EXTRA CREDIT
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Ovals

OVALS are another basic shape that we see every day! 
 

JUST LIKE A CIRCLE... An oval has NO SIDES and NO CORNERS. 
 

You can think of an oval like a squished circle!
 

Lesson 6

OVAL
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Directions: Practice tracing the ovals and then draw 4 ovals by  
yourself in the space below.

Draw your own ovals here:

EXTRA CREDIT
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Rectangle

RECTANGLES are another basic shape that can make up others. 
 

JUST LIKE A SQUARE... a rectangle has 4 SIDES and 4 CORNERS. 
 

What makes a rectangle special? All 4 sides are NOT same size! 
The sides across from each other are equal in length.

 

Lesson 7

RECTANGLE 1b1b

1a

1a
1 1

1 1
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Directions: Practice tracing the rectangles and then draw 4 rectangles 
by yourself in the space below.

Draw your own rectangles here:

EXTRA CREDIT
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Diamonds

DIAMONDS are another basic shape that you see everyday! 
 

JUST LIKE A SQUARE... A diamond has 4 SIDES and 4 CORNERS. 
 

What makes a diamond special? 
 It is a slanted square!    OR   2 triangles put together! 

Lesson 8

11

11

1

DIAMOND

11
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Directions: Practice tracing the diamonds and then draw 4 diamonds 
by yourself in the space below.

Draw your own diamonds here:

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 9
Let’s Review!
Let’s review everything we have learned!

Directions: Can you write the name of each shape below?
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Find the Shapes
Shapes are every where!  
 
Can you label the shapes in the picture of Xavier and his rock band? 

 --> Hint: We provided some lines for you!

EXTRA CREDIT
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Review

1. Do all shapes have points? 

2. How many points does a circle have? 

3. What is the difference between a square and a rectangle? 

4. How many shapes are there?

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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Extra Credit

Keep track of your progress! 
Color in each star as you complete each lesson.
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Introduction
So Many Shapes
 
Let’s Review!
We have already talked about how recognizing shapes is the foundation of 
geometry and math skills, but let’s get more practice today!  
 
Drawing basic shapes on paper is fun, but objects in real life are more 
interesting to look at!

 
Everything is made up of shapes!

 
Think about your favorite candy bar... what shape is that?

 A rectangle! 
 

But a candy bar is not just a picture on a flat surgace... it is actually a  
Rectangular Prism...which is the 3-D version of the  

2 Dimensional shape: rectangle! 

Learning Objectives
• Identify basic 2-D Shapes and 3-D shapes
• Recognize shapes you see daily 
• Trace and recreate basic 2-D and 3-D shapes
 
Guiding Questions
1. Do all shapes have points?
2. What is the 3-D version of a square?
3. What is the difference between a square and a rectangle?
4. What is the difference between 2-D shapes and 3-D shapes?
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Free Space!
Before this lesson, use this page to draw shapes that you know. 

 
After this lesson, fill in the rest of the page with shapes you learn about!
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Lesson 1

2- Shapes: Squares and Rectangles
     A square has 4 points.  
     Each side of a square  
     is the SAME length.

  

     A rectangle has 4 points.  
     OPPOSITE sides of a rectangle  
     are the same length. 
 
Directions: Trace the squares and rectangles below. 

1 1

1

1

1

1

22
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Directions: Color the squares blue and color the rectangles green. 

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 2

    A circle is the same length from  
    the middle all the way around.  
    A circle has NO corners. 
   

    Although an oval also has no corners,  An oval  
    is NOT the same length from the center all the 
    way around.  
 
Directions: Trace the circles and ovals below. 

2D Shapes: Circles and Ovals
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Directions: Color the circles red and the ovals yellow.

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 3
2d Shapes: Triangle and Diamond

 
A triangle has 3 points that connect.
 
 

   A diamond has 4 points and looks  
   like 2 triangles put together.

Directions: Trace the triangles and diamonds below.  
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Directions: Color the triangles orange and color the diamonds blue. 

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 4
Identify the Shapes
Shapes are all around you!
 
Directions: Look at each food item below, and then write whether they are 
shaped as a Circle, Oval, Square, Rectangle, or Triangle.
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Squares
_____________

Rectangles
_____________

Circles
_____________

Triangles
_____________

Directions: Count how many shapes you see in the picture below.

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 5

Identify the Shapes
   Shapes are all around you!

Directions: Look at all of the items in Michael’s kitchen, and then write 
whether they are shaped as a Circle, Oval, Square, Rectangle, or 
Triangle.
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1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

Directions: Write down three examples of each shape you can find in 
your house.

EXTRA CREDIT
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A cone is made up of a circle on the  
bottom that meets at a point on the top.  
 
Like an ice cream cone! 
 

A pyramid is made up of a square at the  
bottom that meets at a point on the top.  
 
 
Like the pyramids of Egypt! 

Directions: Write down how many cones and pyramids you see below.  

Lesson 6
3D Shapes: Cones and Pyramids

Cones
_____________

Pyramids
_____________
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Cones
_____________

Pyramids
_____________

Directions: Color each cone in BLUE, and color each pyramid in RED.  
 
Then, count how many cones and pyramids you see and write them 
on the lines below.

EXTRA CREDIT
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Cubes
_____________

Rectangular
Prisms

____________

Lesson 7

3D Shapes: Cube and Rectangular Prisms
     A cube has 6 square faces, like a box. 

       A rectangular prism has 6  
       rectangular faces, like a drawer.

Directions: Write down how many cubes and rectangular prisms  
you see below. 
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Cubes
_____________

Rectangular Prisms
____________

Directions: Write down how many cubes and rectangular prisms you 
see below. 

EXTRA CREDIT
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Cylinders
_____________

Spheres
____________

Lesson 8

3D Shapes: Cylinders and Spheres
    A cylinder has two circular faces of the  
    same size connected, like a can. 

  
     A sphere is a solid round figure all the  
     way around, like a beach ball. 

Directions: Write down how many cylinders and spheres you see below.
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1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

4.________________

1.________________

2.________________

3.________________

4.________________

Directions: List four examples of cylinders and spheres you can find 
around your school.

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 9
Find the Shapes

    Shapes are all around you!

Directions: Look at Xavier’s rock band, and then write whether they are 
shaped as a Circle, Oval, Square, Rectangle, or Triangle.
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WORD BANK

Pyramid

Circle

Square

Cone

Oval

Rectangular prism

Sphere

Diamond

Cylinder

Cube

Rectangle

Triangle

Directions: Can you name the shape? Draw a line to the name of 
each shape!

EXTRA CREDIT
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Lesson 10
Let’s Review!
Let’s review everything we have learned!

Directions: Can you write the name of each shape below?
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Directions: Draw a picture of your school using the shapes we learned 
in this lesson. 

EXTRA CREDIT
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Review

1. Do all shapes have points?

2. What is the 3-D version of a square?

3. What is the difference between a square and a rectangle?

4. What is the difference between 2-D shapes and 3-D shapes?

3 Things I Learned... 

1. 
 
  
2. 
 
  
3. 
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Congratulations!  
You just completed the workbook.

We’re excited to see your progress.

Take a break and come back in next week for a brand new lesson.
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